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the ch mohammed koya chair of calicut university has started a mission to
revive the language as well as the books classic arabi malayalam books. if
things pan out as planned, the centre will soon have a fully digitised mappila
heritage library with all available books in pdf format. the proposed website
of the library (www.mappilaheritage.com) is scheduled to go online on
january 26, 2016, the republic day, according to the functionaries of ch
chair. there were many complications to write malayalam, a dravidian
language, using letters covering arabic, a semitic language. only 28 letters
were available from arabic orthography to render over 53 phonemes of
malayalam. it was overcome by following the pattern of creating additional
letters established for persian. [9] the letters such as pa, gha, kha, a, a, a,
ga, ca were not available in the arabic alphabets. the characters which stand
for a, ca, pa, ga (,,, ) are,,, respectively in arabi malayalam. there were many
complications to write malayalam, a dravidian language, using letters
covering arabic, a semitic language. only 28 letters were available from
arabic orthography to render over 53 phonemes of malayalam. it was
overcome by following the pattern of creating additional letters established
for persian. [8] the letters such as pa, gha, kha, a, a, a, ga, ca were not
available in the arabic alphabets. the characters which stand for a, ca, pa, ga
(,,, ) are,,, respectively in arabi malayalam.
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